DON’T LET YOUR NETWORK GET YOU DOWN

SPECIAL OFFER: NO SET-UP FEES + FIRST MONTH FREE*
When you sign-up to Brennan IT’s Managed Network Devices by January 2020.

MANAGING NETWORK DEVICES ACROSS YOUR VARIOUS LOCATIONS CAN BE EXTREMELY TIME-CONSUMING - LET US DO IT FOR YOU.

When there’s a problem with your network, often you’re the last to know. In fact, embarrassingly, 40% of outages are reported by end users before IT teams are even aware there’s an issue.**

This problem is magnified when you are running disparate and dated equipment. With no centralised view, it can be impossible to predict where issues may occur until it’s too late.

Instead of investing time and effort in managing your multi-site networks or upgrading your equipment on an ad-hoc basis, work with Brennan IT and we can create a solution that is scalable, customised to your needs, and that will support your organisation to grow.

Brennan IT’s Managed Network Devices service monitors and lifecycle manages your network routers, switches, security device appliances, Wi-Fi access points and Wi-Fi controllers - all for a set monthly fee.

Also included in this service is a network visibility dashboard, delivered through our industry-leading self-service portal, 24x7 monitoring, and expert engineering assistance to remediate detected faults - often before you’re even aware they exist.

Speak to us today to find out more.

*36m+ contract only. Minimum spend of $200/m ex GST. In place network devices only. No new hardware or software included. Only manageable devices in our extensive catalogue.**Enterprise Management Associates, Report Summary: Network Management Megatrends 2016.